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When The Guardian began publishing leaked documents from the National Security Agency (NSA) on 6 June 2013, each day brought startling news. From the NSA’s collection of metadata records of all calls made within the US1 to programs that collected and stored data of “non-US” persons2 to the UK Government Communications Headquarters’ (GCHQs’) interception of 200 transatlantic fiberoptic cables at the point where they reached Britain3 to the NSA’s penetration of communications by leaders at the G20 summit, the pot was boiling over. But by late June, things had slowed to a simmer. The summer carried news that the NSA was partially funding the GCHQ’s surveillance efforts,4 and The Guardian had, under pressure from the UK government, destroyed hard drives containing the secret files leaked by NSA contractor Edward Snowden.5 But the general focus had shifted to governments: What was legal? Appropriate? Would anyone choose—or be able—to rein in the NSA’s extensive surveillance efforts?

Everything changed in September, when The Guardian detailed NSA compromises of internationally used cryptographic standards.6 Although for decades the NSA was rumored to have weakened specific deployments, compromising a widely used cryptographic standard has vastly wider impact, especially because industry relies so heavily on secure Internet commerce. Then The Guardian and Der Spiegel revealed extensive, directed US eavesdropping on European leaders7 as well as broad surveillance by its fellow members of the “Five Eyes”: Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the UK. Finally, there were documents showing the NSA targeting Google and Yahoo’s inter-datacenter communications.8,9

I summarized the initial revelations in the July/August issue of IEEE Security & Privacy.10 This installment, written in late December, examines the more recent ones; as a Web extra, it offers more details on the teaser I wrote for the January/February 2014 issue of IEEE Security & Privacy magazine (www.computer.org/security). The road through this complex story has many technical, policy, and legal twists and turns. I begin with a brief background on wiretap law. Then to explain the significance of the new revelations, I focus on three main threads of the new story—collection of stored metadata, surveillance of communications content, and security hacks—revealing what we’ve learned from the more recent set of leaked documents. (The Electronic Frontier Foundation has a full set of leaked documents to date at https://www.eff.org/nsa-spying/nsadocs.)
Wiretap under the Law

US wiretap law must comply with the Fourth Amendment, which requires that warrants “particularly describe the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized”; note, however, that the amendment doesn’t necessarily apply outside the US.

In 1990, the US Supreme Court ruled that non-US persons do not enjoy Fourth Amendment protections outside the US (United States v. Verdugo-Urquidez, 494 US 259, 1990), and US foreign intelligence wiretap law distinguishes between US persons and non-US persons. (A US person is a US citizen, a permanent resident, a US-based corporation that doesn’t include a foreign government, or a group consisting mainly of the previous categories.) Outside the US, a target is treated as a non-US person unless there is evidence to the contrary, whereas inside the US, a target is assumed to be a US person unless there is evidence to the contrary. Not unexpectedly, this distinction in protections for US and non-US persons doesn’t sit well with the rest of the world.

The basic US wiretapping laws, Title III of the 1968 Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act and the 1978 Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA), lay out wiretap warrant procedure; both require specific, articulable cause for the highly invasive search. Because wiretaps are a secret form of search, the warrant process is intended to be particularly rigorous. FISA wiretap warrants are adjudicated by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC), whose deliberations are secret.

Relying on the rationale that FISA didn’t require warrants for radio communications where the broadcast reached outside the US, after the September 11, 2001, attacks, the Bush administration began a program permitting warrantless wiretapping if one end of the communication was believed to be outside the US. This was eventually formalized in the 2007 Protect America Act and then in the 2008 FISA Amendments Act.

Other nations also instituted wiretapping laws that eliminated warrant requirements for international communications. For example, the UK’s 2000 Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act also permits warrantless wiretapping if one end of the communication is outside the UK. Because of the vagaries of communications paths, purely domestic UK traffic may exit and then reenter the nation’s boundaries, resulting in also subjecting domestic traffic to warrantless wiretapping. Similarly, in 2008, Sweden passed its New Signal Surveillance Act permitting warrantless access to communications transiting the country; there are indications it did so at the request of the US.

The distinction between searches of content and searches of metadata is an important one in US wiretapping law. There are strong legal protections for US persons regarding searches of communications content. But communications metadata isn’t considered as private as content because it’s shared with third parties—the telephone companies and ISPs that deliver it—and US law provides significantly lower legal protections to metadata. It is to the metadata search I now turn.

The Players: A Glossary

FISC: the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court. FISC is the US court responsible for authorizing foreign intelligence wiretaps under the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act and its amendments. FISC operations are conducted in secret.

Five Eyes: an intelligence-sharing alliance between Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the US, and the UK (sometimes called the “club between English-speaking powers,” as described in The Guardian). There are agreements that members of the Five Eyes don’t spy on one another, but according to one of the leaked documents, the rules changed in 2007. The NSA was permitted to unmask and store incidentally collected information on British citizens (J. Ball, “US and UK Struck Secret Deal to Allow NSA to ‘Unmask’ Britons’ Personal Data,” The Guardian, 20 Nov. 2013). (“Incidentally collected information” means the individual was not a specific target of surveillance and data had been collected incidentally.) A draft 2005 NSA document discussed unilaterally conducting intelligence operations against Five Eyes citizens; it’s unclear whether this policy was implemented.

GCHQ: Government Communications Headquarters, the UK signals and communications intelligence agency.

NSA: the National Security Agency, the US government agency responsible for collecting signals and communications intelligence. The NSA also has responsibility for protecting US military, diplomatic, and intelligence communications.

NIST: the National Institute of Standards and Technology. Originally known as the National Bureau of Standards, NIST is the US Department of Commerce organization tasked with, among other things, the development of federal civilian agency computer security standards and guidelines, including the development of cryptographic standards.
**Stored Metadata**

In spring 2006, USA Today reported that the US government was collecting the phone call records of “tens of millions” of Americans with data provided by AT&T, Verizon, and Bell-South. In part because there was no hard evidence of the metadata collection, public interest stayed focused on the warrantless wiretapping disclosed several months earlier by The New York Times. Interest changed when The Guardian displayed a FISC order requiring the Verizon Business Network to deliver daily telephony metadata for all domestic calls.

US law allows collection of some stored metadata through a subpoena or National Security Letter; much greater collection occurs under the USA PATRIOT Act. Metadata collection simply requires that the information be relevant to an ongoing investigation, a relatively low level of proof. How much data is collected under this program? According to the NSA, the agency “touches” 1.6 percent of the 1,826 Phyes traversing the Internet daily, and of this, only 0.025 percent is “selected for review” (www.nsa.gov/public_info/_files/speeches_testimonies/2013_08_09_the_nsa_story.pdf). This figure is a bit misleading, as much Internet traffic consists of movies, music, and other forms of file sharing (such as downloads of open source operating systems, large datasets including medical imagery, and NASA data).

After the initial leaks, the Obama administration emphasized that the government wasn’t warrantlessly wiretapping domestic calls. But in an age of ubiquitous mobile communications, metadata is what matters. Metadata lays bare an individual, revealing what he or she does. Metadata provides location information, showing where people were and whom they met (or, at least, whose cell phone was nearby). Analysis of metadata can expose organizational structure, whether a merger is imminent, a person’s sexual orientation, or even job loss or pregnancy. But while changes in technology—mobile phones, smartphones, apps that rely on location—vastly changed the importance and value of metadata, US law hasn’t kept up, instead permitting the government’s collection of such information with minimal legal protections. After the 9/11 attacks, even these protections lessened substantially, although this fact was not immediately obvious—even to lawmakers.

In the 2001 USA PATRIOT Act, Congress authorized the collection of business records to protect against international terrorism and clandestine intelligence activities; the expectation was that this would target only people under suspicion. So the collection of bulk telephony metadata was a surprise to many people, including members of Congress. The data was collected daily, operating almost like real-time collection. And the order appeared to permit the collection of location data; it specified that the “trunk identifier” could be collected. Both a draft 2009 NSA Inspector General report later released by Snowden and an explicit denial by Department of Justice Deputy Attorney General James Cole—“We don’t get any cell site or location information as to where any of these phones were located”—indicated otherwise. In August, The Washington Post reported that the NSA had made a number of errors and mistakenly collected thousands of records of calls to which it was not entitled. Let’s unpack these three issues—bulk collection of metadata, collection of location data, and errors and mistaken collection—separately.

The FISC permits no wholesale data mining of communications metadata. A search must be based on “specific and articulated facts, that an identifier is associated with specific foreign terrorist organizations” (www.fas.org/sgp/news/2013/06/ic-back.pdf). The NSA was permitted to query the database based on an identifier satisfying a reasonable and articulable suspicion (RAS) criterion. Using the identifier as a seed, the NSA could search the metadata for numbers called by that number (or target emails mailed by a seed email address), the numbers called by those numbers, and finally numbers called by those numbers (so three “hops” from the seed). RAS requirements meant that the NSA couldn’t search the database for “interesting” patterns of communication, such as those employed by a terrorist group. In 2012, 288 unique identifiers met the RAS standard permitting a database search.

Other controls were in place. Only 22 NSA employees were allowed to search the database. Moreover, information pertaining to a US person wasn’t to be disseminated outside the NSA unless one of seven people holding senior positions at the NSA approved doing so—though a leaked Memorandum of Understanding between the US and Israel indicates this rule isn’t always upheld (www.theguardian.com/world/interactive/2013/sep/11/nsa-israel-intelligence-memorandum-understanding-document).

Terrorists typically conduct short calls, use burner phones (prepaid phones exploited for brief periods of time and discarded), collaborate on Internet documents (thus not actually “sending” such documents to each other), and work to avoid discovery. The Bush administration sought to work around this terrorist tradecraft by authorizing various wiretapping programs after the 9/11 attacks; this included bulk collection of stored telephony and Internet metadata. The argument for bulk collection was that only through having the full metadata could the NSA track the terrorists; otherwise, “it might not be possible to identify telephony metadata across different networks,” as Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General Peter Kadzik noted in a letter to Representative F. James Sensenbrenner Jr. on 16 July 2013. NSA Director General Keith Alexander claimed that bulk metadata collection “will substantially increase NSA’s ability to detect and identify the [terrorist-affiliated] Foreign Powers and those individuals affiliated with them” (www.dni.gov/files/documents/1118/CLEANEDPRRT%202.pdf).

Decisions on collection have been largely hidden from the public. In 2004, there was a showdown over the legality of the bulk collection of Internet metadata; the White House turned to the FISC for a decision. Judge Colleen Kollar-Kotelly granted broad power to the state: “[T]he Court finds that any
The court decided bulk collection wasn’t a problem. Judge Kollar-Kotelly ruled, “the Government need not make a showing that it is using the least intrusive method possible.” In a later opinion (www.emptywheel.net/2013/11/20/the-john-bates-internet-metadata-opinion-probably-dates-to-july-2010), FISC Judge John Bates concurred, ruling that because determining in advance what information investigators was needed was impossible, bulk acquisition of stored metadata was appropriate.

The court should have considered alternatives. Using AT&T decades’ worth of call records—including those of calls that pass through AT&T switches—the US Drug Enforcement Administration and AT&T coordinated to track drug dealers. AT&T is able to trace burner phones as well new phones added by the target (www.nytimes.com/interactive/2013/09/02/us/hemisphere-project.html). AT&T holds the bulk metadata while government investigators obtain information on particular individuals through subpoenas. Could a similar method of leaving the data with communications providers work for tracking terrorists? There is evidence that NSA has already experimented with such an effort (http://justsecurity.org/2013/10/11/nsa-call-records-database-fingerprinting-burners).

The Verizon court order appeared to allow the collection of location data. After months of denials by intelligence officials that the NSA was collecting such information, Director of National Intelligence James Clapper acknowledged in December, leaked documents revealed an international cell phone location tracking program. Through collection of 5 billion records daily, the NSA tracked hundreds of millions of devices, determining their precise location. That the NSA targeted terrorists through cell phone location has been known for more than a decade; what’s different here is scale. Rather than focusing on specific terrorist targets, the NSA was conducting a sweeping global collection. The process meant that the NSA also collected purely domestic communications, an anticipated but not deliberate collection.

In August, The Washington Post reported that the NSA “had broken privacy rules or overstepped its legal authority thousands of times”; the paper reported a 2008 program ming error that resulted in collecting all communications with area code “202”—the area code for Washington—rather than “20”—the country code for Egypt. While the actual number of incidents may seem large—2,716 for the year April 2011 through March 2012—in the context of the amount of data being collected through the metadata program, these errors are in the noise.

Other mistakes, however, were serious. Between 2006 and 2009, agents trawled the database to check if numbers of potential concern satisfied the RAS criteria. The NSA should have had “access to the archived data only when NSA has identified a known telephone number for which … [there is a] reasonable, articulable suspicion that the number is associated with [blanked-out] organization.” But “archived data” meant data stored within the NSA’s analytical repositories; analysts thought they could query the metadata with numbers received from an alert list. Some domestic numbers from the alert list were used to access the metadata and “produced a sufficient level of suspicion that NSA generated an intelligence report about the telephone number to the FBI and CIA” and these had not satisfied the RAS criterion prior to use. Unintentional as the actions might have been, NSA agents were conducting fishing expeditions. In a March 2009 opinion, FISC Judge Reggie Walton noted that the RAS requirement had been “so frequently and systematically violated that it can be fairly said that this critical element of the overall BR [Business Records] regime had never functioned effectively (https://www.eff.org/document/br-08-13-order-3-2-09-final-redactedex-13-ocr). For the next six months, NSA could access the metadata only with a FISC order specifying the query; this restriction was lifted once NSA demonstrated it had developed proper procedures for access.

NSA development of intelligence “product” proceeds through seven steps—access, collection, selection, exploitation, analysis, reporting, and dissemination—with targeting potentially playing a role in each. Access, of course, may take various forms, from a highly specific FISA court order served on a provider in the US through massive nonspecific collection at a fiber optic cable outside the country. One of the major issues regarding NSA collection is retention. Title III wiretaps for criminal investigations require active minimization, meaning not collecting the communication if it isn’t germane. But FISA collection permits post-acquisition minimization, and the FISC has allowed several-year retention of the unanalyzed communications data (www.dni.gov/files/documents/1118/CLEANEDPRTT%202.pdf).

Section 702 of the FISA Amendments Act replaced the individualized warrant requirement of FISA with a “targeting” requirement (50 U.S.C.A. section 1881a(a)), which casts a wider net than individualized warrants. Targeting permits acquiring communications not only to or from a subject but also about the subject. If one end of a communication is believed to be outside the US—and the NSA appears to spend considerable effort to determining whether this is the case—under section 702, it isn’t just the target that can be the object of warrantless wiretapping but anyone who discusses the target (www.theguardian.com/world/interactive/2013/jun/20/exhibit-a-procedures-nsa-document).
Overtargeting arose in what the NSA calls “‘upstream collections’ of Internet transactions containing multiple communications” (www.dni.gov/files/documents/October%202011%20Bates%20Opinion%20and%20Order%20Part%202.pdf). (“‘Upstream collection’ means tapping on the Internet backbone, rather than at Internet providers.”) This can happen when someone uses a Web interface for email and receives a response with information about multiple communications. Under section 702, only one piece of mail of the “multi-communication transaction” (MCT) needs to be to, from, or about a target for the entire MCT to be read by an NSA employee. Thus many of the transactions contained in the MCT might have no relation at all to the NSA selector. Yet the NSA had no procedure for removing information about the extraneous domestic communications that had nothing to do with the target. Complaining that the “NSA’s proposed handling of MCTs tended to maximize the retention of such information” (www.aclu.org/files/assets/november_2011_fisc_opinion_and_order.pdf), the FISC concluded that the MCT targeting and minimization procedures violated the Fourth Amendment (www.dni.gov/files/documents/October%202011%20Bates%20Opinion%20and%20Order%20Part%208.pdf). In 2011, the NSA suspended the program for “operational and resource reasons,” and it has not been resumed.33

That was only part of the problem. Senators Ron Wyden and Mark Udall observed that even if the original collection was accidental, the NSA could still keep and use the data.34 Access occurred largely with the cooperation of US communications providers. Only after the USA Today article were communication carriers served with a FISC order; previously, collection relied solely on NSA requests.11 As of this writing, no providers have challenged FISC orders on bulk collection of metadata (www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/courts/fisc/br13-09-primary-order.pdf).

In mid-December, a federal district court decision turned the situation on its head. Because information about the NSA bulk metadata collection was public, private citizens had standing to challenge the surveillance. Several did so. Writing that “plaintiffs have a substantial likelihood of showing their privacy interests outweigh the Government’s interest in collecting and analyzing bulk telephony metadata,” Judge Richard Leon ordered the government halt the bulk metadata collection. He immediately stayed his opinion pending government appeal—and urged the government be ready to halt the program “when, and if” that decision occurs (Plaintiffs v. Obama et al. Defendants, United States District Court for the District of Columbia, Civil Action 13-0851 [RJL]). Two days later, the NSA review panel appointed by President Obama recommended that the government end the program of bulk collection of telephony metadata and replace it with one in which the providers or a private third party do the storage.23 Meanwhile, in late December, in a different district court case, the NSA metadata collection was ruled legal (http://online.wsj.com/public/resources/documents/clapper.pdf).

Content Collection
Immediately after the initial Snowden disclosures, foreign leaders protested the widespread NSA warrantless wiretapping of non-US persons; this issue was already previously known (www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/libe/dv/study_cloud_study_cloud_en.pdf). Many nations are heavily involved in their own surveillance against other countries, and the complaints quickly grew muted—except for Brazil. There, the NSA’s targeting of the oil and gas company Petrobas—South America’s largest firm—caused great consternation.35 Brazilians were concerned that information was being shared with Petrobas’s competitors. There is no evidence that the US government shares the fruits of espionage with US private industry—and a lot to indicate that it does not10—and there is certainly an argument that gathering intelligence on Brazil includes gathering intelligence on Petrobas.36 Nonetheless, the Brazilians were furious, feeling basic rules had been violated.

Brazilian president Dilma Rousseff canceled a planned US visit and state dinner with President Obama, a highly unusual move. When news came out that the Brazilian government had been spying on other governments, the government claimed that the situation was different because the spying was in “legal compliance” with Brazilian laws.37 That particular argument may not be very useful. Although the scale of NSA spying may be unprecedented, the actual surveillance could well be in “legal compliance” with US laws (the decision in December 2013 by District Court Judge Leon regarding illegality applies only to domestic communications).

The damped silence over US spying on foreign leaders ended in late October, when The Guardian and Der Speigel reported massive surveillance of close US allies. The US had targeted German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s cell phone since 2002, when she was running to become the Christian Social Union’s candidate for chancellor.38 The US embassy in Berlin, which overlooks the Reichstag, appears to host a major NSA listening installation. Such use is illegal in Germany; the Germans were incensed.

At least with respect to leaders of close US allies, NSA spying appears to have crossed the line from routine espionage efforts to a vacuum cleaner effort, with The New York Times describing the effort as “no morsel too miniscule” to collect.7 Allies were angry, and even some NSA friends backed away. Former NSA Inspector General Joel Brenner commented that “routine targeting of close allies is bad politics and is foolish.”7 Then the story got even worse.

Security Hacks
In June, leaked documents disclosed that the GCHQ had been tapping hundreds of transatlantic fiberoptical cables, and in September, we learned the value of those taps. The NSA was compromising various forms of cybersecurity, including cryptography. On one level, this isn’t a surprise; after all, a key goal for a signals intelligence (SIGINT) agency is intelligence.
INTERACTIVE SOLUTION TO ELLIPTIC CURVE COMPLEXITY


The mathematics of elliptic curves is based on points lying on a particular elliptic function (y^2=x^3+ax+b, for points x, y, a, and b in a finite field). An arithmetic can be defined that consists of “adding” points that lie on the curve; this operation gives the set of points (with an added “point at infinity”) a group structure. Point multiplication—adding a point to itself multiple times—is reminiscent of RSA exponentiation in that it’s computationally easy to do. Inverting that operation, that is, finding the discrete log of a point, is computationally difficult, an aspect that provides the security of ECC.

Not all elliptic curves lead to secure cryptosystems, so various standards organizations provide curves that are strongly believed to be secure. The public part of ECC is the curve (that is, the parameters a and b), the underlying field (which is either a prime field or one of characteristic two), and a generator point G. The fact that various speedups for determining discrete logs over finite fields don’t extend to elliptic curves’ ECC computations enables the use of a smaller key size than RSA computations of the same strength.
phers. An algebraically based generator is frequently included because it enables proofs of security (that is, proofs of some security features; this was the case, for example, with AES). But no such proofs were offered with Dual EC-DRBG. (Although none of the quoted documents specified that Dual EC-DRBG was the standard in question, various smoking guns strongly pointed in that direction.)

Two oddities stood out about Dual EC-DRBG: there was no explanation of how two default parameters in the system were chosen, and the random bit generator provided more bits than was safe, biasing the outcome—and enabling guessing the input without too much work (http://blog.cryptographyengineering.com/2013/09/the-many-flaws-of-dualecdbrg.html). The concerns were justified. Months after the standard was published, two Microsoft researchers, Dan Shumow and Niels Ferguson, showed that if an attacker knew the relationship between the two parameters, then the extra bits put out by the random bit generator would let him or her predict future random bits (http://rump2007.cr.yp.to/15-shumow.pdf).

How did NIST approve a standard with such a glaring weakness? Leaked NSA documents explained: “[NSA’s] SIGINT enabling project actively engages the US and foreign IT industries to covertly influence and/or overtly leverage their commercial products’ designs. These changes make the systems in question exploitable” (www.nytimes.com/interactive/2013/09/05/us/documents-reveal-nsa-campaign-against-encryption.html). The signals intelligence agency worked to “[insert vulnerabilities into commercial encryption systems ... [i]nfluence policies, standards, and specifications for commercial public key technologies.”

In December, Reuters reported that NSA paid RSA security US$10 million to make Dual EC-DRBG the default algorithm in its BSAFE toolkit (www.reuters.com/article/2013/12/20/us-usa-security-rsa-idUSBRE9B1C220131220), a decision that, notably, was made in 2004 by its business personnel and not the company’s cryptographers. With NSA and some vendors of security products seeking to have Dual EC-DRBG made into a standard, NIST did so.

After the Reuters article appeared, RSA Security denied it had engaged in a “secret contract ... to incorporate a known flawed random number generator” into its product (https://blogs.rsa.com/news-media-2/rsa-response). The company’s blog posting explained neither why Dual EC-DRBG was made the default despite being significantly slower than alternatives nor why Dual EC-DRBG continued to be used after Microsoft researchers had raised concerns about its security in 2007. Interestingly, Microsoft had not originally included support for Dual EC-DRBG in Vista. According to Wired, support was added after a major customer requested it; even then, the algorithm wasn’t made the default.)

The leaked documents showed that the NSA viewed its role in pushing through a 2006 draft security standard as “an exercise in finesse.” While the subversion of Dual EC-DRBG enables the NSA to read traffic that relies on the Dual EC-DRBG for random bit generation, this attack doesn’t enable those without the knowledge of the relationship between the parameters to do so.) It appears that the NSA’s SIGINT division viewed corrupting cryptography standards as a goal. If other governments had done such a thing, the US would have been outraged. The NSA’s actions damaged communications security infrastructure, communications security companies, and the communications security standardization process.

As a result of the compromise of Dual EC-DRBG, some implementations of SSL/TLS weren’t secure against the spy agency. More specifically, if Dual EC-DRBG was used to generate the “Client Cryptographer Nonce” at the beginning of an SSL connection, the NSA could predict the “Pre-Master Secret” used in the SSL RSA handshake, enabling it to decrypt the encrypted transmission (http://blog.cryptographyengineering.com/2013/09/the-many-flaws-of-dualecdbrg.html).

The NSA’s audacious actions badly damaged trust in NIST and its standards process, previously viewed as objective and effective. The standards agency responded immediately, deprecating the Dual EC-DRBG standard and starting a formal review of its own standards development process (http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/ST/cryptoreview/index.html). NIST believed the revised Keccak to be secure, but in an effort to reestablish trust with the cryptography community, NIST recommended Keccak be adopted as originally proposed (http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/ST/hash/sha-3/documents/kelsey-email-moving-forward-110113.pdf).

Other security technologies were also in the NSA’s gun-sights; one such was Tor (www.torproject.org), a service for anonymizing Internet communications. Tor was originally developed at the US Naval Research Laboratory but is used today by journalists, human rights workers, and law enforcement officers (who might want to hide their affiliation while performing investigations into, say, chat rooms). It is used, in short, by those with reason to hide with whom they are communicating. Because of Tor’s value to human rights and military personnel working overseas, it has been funded by the US Department of State and various US government agencies.

Tor developers have long understood that an adversary with capability for monitoring a high percentage of network traffic can compromise Tor’s capabilities, and indeed, the NSA has been able to identify Tor users through studying traffic patterns (www.theguardian.com/world/interactive/2013/oct/04/egotistical-giraffe-nsa-tor-document). The agency is then able to read traffic of those users through exploiting vulnerabilities on their system (for example, by downloading software that subverts the browser’s intent). But Tor’s robustness also came out clearly; in a presentation entitled “Tor Stinks,” the NSA concluded, “We will never be able to de-anonymize all Tor users all the time” (www.theguardian.com/world/interactive/2013/oct/04/tor-stinks-nsa-presentation-document).

Documents leaked in December show that NSA had broken GSM, an algorithm developed in the 1980s for securing
communications on G2 networks (http://apps.washingtonpost.com/g/page/world/how-the-nsa-pinpoints-a-mobile-device/645/#document/p1/a135574). Beginning in 1999, academic cryptographers developed increasingly better attacks on GSM (http://cryptome.org/a51-bsw.html), and thus newer 3G and 4G networks employ stronger cryptography. But GSM nonetheless remains in wide use in many parts of the world, and thus NSA’s attack is effective.

The concern about commerce and economic security continues with more recent leaks. In June, leaked documents showed that since July 2009, the GCHQ had been able to collect 2.5 Gbits per second of data flowing through the transatlantic fiber optic cables (access was 10 Gbits per second in 2010 and has been steadily increasing since then; http://apps.washingtonpost.com/g/page/world/the-nsas-three-types-of-cable-interception-programs/553). It was clear that the NSA was processing communications of interest, say, from another government’s trade mission or defense ministry. There were other documents of interest as well. October leaks showed that the NSA was collecting inter-datacenter traffic at both Google and Yahoo.8 (Disclaimer: I work for Google, but the opinions expressed in this article are mine and not those of my employer. Furthermore, any material presented here concerning Google comes solely from public sources.) This wasn’t front-end access with a warrant; it was back end and apparently without the companies’ knowledge. The Washington Post reported that the NSA had collected 181,280,466 new records in the previous 30 days (some of which was metadata).8

Concerns about NSA data collection run high among Internet companies, and many were deeply angered by the NSA actions.47 Google’s Chief Legal Officer, David Drummond, wrote, “We do not provide any government, including the U.S. government, with access to our systems. We are outraged at the lengths to which the government seems to have gone to intercept data from our private fiber networks, and it undercuts the need for urgent reform.”48

Months earlier, Google had begun encrypting inter-datacenter communications, and the initial NSA leaks caused the company to accelerate efforts.49 After the October news, both Yahoo and Microsoft announced their intent to do the same.50,51

Such protections are aligned with the companies’ interests—namely, security of their users’ data—and their earlier legal stance. Unlike telecommunications providers, which only didn’t challenge the broad collection of stored metadata but in some cases provided unlimited access to undersea cables,52 the Internet companies have been more active in their response. Yahoo contested a FISC order (this wasn’t known until the Snowden leaks), and since 2010, Google has been publishing transparency reports, revealing the number of government requests for criminal data the company receives as well as general figures about National Security Letters. Other Internet companies have since joined that effort. The Internet companies are pressing for permission to publish more detailed data regarding their responses to FISA orders; meanwhile, the president’s review committee urged legislation authorizing “telephone, Internet, and other providers” to begin issuing transparency reports.23

The long-term impact—loss of trust in US Internet and security companies and consequent loss of business—doesn’t appear to have been factored into the NSA’s decision to conduct the interception. Early reports claimed that the interception could ultimately result in US companies losing tens of billions of dollars because of avoidance of US-based datacenters (www2.itif.org/2013-cloud-computing-costs.pdf). One can expect a similarly severe impact on the US cybersecurity industry as a result of the NSA activities at RSA Security.

**Is All This Surveillance Effective?**

The threat of surveillance helps keep terrorists off electronic communications, a clear win. But does surveillance provide any further protection?

Too much data has been a problem. Apparently, “the steady stream of telephone numbers, email addresses and names” the NSA sent to the FBI in the period after 9/11 inundated agents, preventing them from focusing on the more serious leads.53 Other agencies at other times have found the overwhelming amount of information has hidden the important nuggets from investigators.54 Even the NSA has found too much collection: a leaked document regarding collection from internal Yahoo datacenters states, “Numerous S2 [signals intelligence] analysts have complained of … the relatively small intelligence value it contains does not justify the sheer volume of collection” (http://apps.washingtonpost.com/g/page/world/how-the-nsas-muscular-program-collects-too-much-data-from-yahoo-and-google/543/). Diverting resources from more effective forms of investigation is not useful.

Evaluating effectiveness of the NSA wiretapping efforts remains difficult. It isn’t always appropriate to explain how terrorist plots have been thwarted, for those discussions can expose too much about sources and methods. But it seems, in fact, that selective disclosure has been used to claim stronger results from the NSA surveillance than are justified.19 In October, some clarity finally emerged during a Senate hearing:

**Senator Patrick Leahy:** “We’ve heard over and over the assertion that fifty-four terrorist plots were thwarted by the use of section 215 and/or section 702 authorities. That’s plainly wrong. … These weren’t all plots and they weren’t all thwarted. … The American people are getting left with an inaccurate impression of the effectiveness of NSA programs. Would you agree that the fifty-four cases that keep getting cited by the administration were not all plots and of the fifty-four, only thirteen had some nexus to the US? Would you agree with that, yes or no?”

**General Alexander:** “Yes.”

**Senator Leahy:** “At our last hearing, Deputy Director Inglis
testified that there’s only really one example of a case where, but for the use of section 215 bulk phone records collection, terrorist activity was stopped. Is Mr. Inglis right?”

General Alexander: “He’s right. I believe he said two.”

The Snowden leaks raise many questions about proportionate behavior. As more data emerges, clearly, along with privacy, effectiveness and proportionality should be key concerns.

Will Oversight Help?
Secrecy has created much of the problem of the NSA surveillance, from whether the collection follows the intent of Congress to issues of whether collection follows the rules laid down by the FISC. Secrecy prevents public discussion and public vetting. In its place has been the FISC and Congress, but there is serious question whether they have been able to conduct proper oversight.

One impact of the leaks has been an unprecedented release of previously classified FISC opinions. The July 2010 decision by FISC Judge Bates notes a number of problems with NSA collection of metadata (www.dni.gov/files/documents/1118/CLEANEDPRTT%202.pdf):

- “During the initial period of authorization, the government disclosed that NSA’s acquisitions had exceeded the scope of what the government had requested and that the FISC had approved”;
- “virtually every PR/TT [pen register/trap-and-trace—these collect communications from and to a device] record generated by this program included some data not authorized for collection”; and
- “the extraordinary fact that NSA’s end-to-end review overlooked unauthorized acquisitions that were documented in virtually every record of what was acquired.”

In many cases, noncompliance went on for months, if not years. Although Judge Bates noted, “The history of misstatements in prior applications and non-compliance with prior orders gives the Court pause before approving such an expanded collection,” the NSA was allowed to continue the bulk metadata collection program.

Such lack of control wasn’t unusual. In an opinion issued in October 2011, Judge Bates noted that “the Court understood that acquisition of Internet communications under Section 702 would be limited to discrete ‘to/from’ communications between or among individual user accounts and to ‘about’ communications falling within specific categories. ... In conducting and granting these approvals, the Court did not take into account NSA’s acquisition of Internet transactions, which now materially and fundamentally alter the statutory and constitutional analysis” (www.dni.gov/files/documents/October%202011%20Bates%20Opinion%20and%20Order%20Part%202.pdf). In other words, the FISC had consented to certain type of Internet wiretapping without fully understanding what collection would consist of. As noted earlier, this program was voluntarily ended by NSA in 2011.

Oversight by Congress was less stringent, in part because elected officials may only check issues with cleared staff. Some members, especially Senators Wyden and Udall, tried hard to bring light to hidden corners; however, until the Snowden leaks, they were largely unsuccessful.

A recent statement by presiding FISC Judge Walton pointed out another concern: “The FISC does not have the capacity to investigate issues of noncompliance.” In fact, the decisions of other US courts are publicly disclosed, leaving noncompliance open to examination. That isn’t possible for FISC rulings.

A Difference in Scale Creates a Difference in Kind
Every nation spies; scale is what differs here. No other nation has the surveillance capability that the US has, capability that has been augmented by relying on partners—not only the Five Eyes, but other countries as well. In turn, these other nations have also benefitted from the extensive eavesdropping network. The underlying question is to what purpose this capacity has been put.

The NSA’s vast increase in SIGINT capabilities occurred in the wake of terrorist attacks and with the avowed goal of preventing future such attacks. However, the leaks show spying on allies, eavesdropping on US Internet companies’ internal communications, and promulgating broken cryptographic standards. Surveillance capabilities have increasingly been used to achieve diplomatic advantage over allies and economic advantage over competitors.

But what are the costs? The US has suffered a serious loss of ability to achieve goals through “soft power”; this includes a reduced capability to press for freedom of Internet protocols and communications. US Internet companies fear a sharp loss of business as other nationals eschew US-based services. And adoption of cryptographic standards could fracture as a result of the corruption of the NIST process with Dual EC-DRBG. The surveillance has caused a massive loss of trust: loss of trust in NSA, in NIST, and in the US government as an ally. It will have a severe impact in moving forward on efforts to increase cybersecurity.

Responses and Long-Term Implications
At the end of last summer, the leaks appeared to produce noise but little action. A close vote in Congress addressed the NSA’s bulk collection of metadata but posed no serious threat to the NSA. The proposals offered by President Obama in August appeared relatively mild:

- changes to section 215 of the USA PATRIOT Act providing greater oversight, greater transparency, and constraints on use;
- an independent voice at the FISC to represent the civil lib-
The autumn NSA revelations were politically devastating. These were followed by the DC District Court decision on bulk metadata collection and the report by the outside review board. The board made numerous recommendations for fundamental change in NSA collection, including substantively narrowing the rules under which third-party data can be collected by the government, much greater public disclosure of NSA data collection efforts, a requirement that surveillance of non-US persons outside the US be limited exclusively to national-security purposes, and, as mentioned earlier, end of NSA bulk collection of telephony metadata in favor of provider or third-party storage.

The confluence of the newest revelations, the court decisions, and the review committee’s report may result in serious reform. Just as 1970s congressional activity—the Church Committee—developed controls on national security wire-tapping, the time again seems ripe to revise controls on intelligence gathering. But what shape these may take is difficult to predict.

The NSA’s surveillance hasn’t occurred in a vacuum. Until the NSA leaks, cybersecurity and cyberexploitation had dominated discussions of communications security. They have—probably temporarily—taken a backseat to the news of the surveillance, but they remain as serious issues as they were previous to the leaks. Even though some companies have developed sophisticated technologies, the private sector can’t go it alone on cybersecurity.

The nature of government’s role remains to be seen. As the international need for cyber protections becomes even more crucial, signals intelligence agencies will be called in to help. Then the restrictions placed on the NSA may work in its favor, providing enough controls for its critics to trust its participation in this sphere. Thus, perhaps the real issue to discuss now is the right restraints to place on an agency that may, in its position, the agency must first convince the standards world that it is worthy of the trust placed in it.

NIST must work to regain trust for its processes of creating security and cryptography standards. NIST brings depth and organization, as well as a reputation for handling pressure from industry, to the standardization process; volunteer groups such as the Internet Engineering Task Force don’t have the capacity to step into that role. Although organizations in Europe and elsewhere would like to fill NIST’s role, it’s unlikely that they will be able to do so. But if NIST is to maintain its position, the agency must first convince the standards world that it is worthy of the trust placed in it.

Communications surveillance systems should be designed with the idea of providing long-term security. Technology and laws come and go, but installed infrastructure persists for decades. As the preamble to the US Constitution observes, we should secure the blessing of liberty for posterity.

Any suppression of communications privacy protections should occur only in periods of extreme emergency and must be for brief—and quite temporary—periods of time. Over the past decade, warrantless wiretapping was directed first at Afghanistan, then at Iraq, and later expanded to become permanent.

Communications surveillance shouldn’t impede the working of the press. The press are our canaries in the coal mine; if journalists are routinely subjected to communications surveillance, the public will soon be.

In 1961, President John F. Kennedy said in his inaugural address that the US would “pay any price, bear any burden ... to assure the survival and the success of liberty.” The principles above, essential to freedom and liberty, were badly violated by the last decade’s massive development of NSA surveillance, surveillance that was aided by a number of other nations. Whether it is now possible to use technical, policy, and legal means to wrest back a modicum of privacy and security in human communications remains to be seen. Doing so will require that governments, including the US, act on the principle that knowing everything may not be the best way to ensure global
security. Only then may it be possible to reestablish the level of communications privacy “necessary for freedom, security, human dignity, and the consent of the governed.”
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